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Curriculum and Programs Committee—November 6, 2008

Members present—Gwyn Senokosoff, Zafer Unal, Alex Brice, Kathe Rasch

Members absent—Michael Sampson

Minutes of the last meeting—Alex move, Gwyn second; minutes approved.

1. Committee Charge—Kathe provided a charge for the committee from the website. Gwyn (as co-chair of College Council) confirmed the charge.

2. Policies for ESOL Training—Alex

Developed policies for initial, requiring for FL DOE, incorporate lessons

Alex will write up the policies for the next meeting.

He will also develop a letter of agreement after the modules are done so that faculty member verifies responsibility for infusion.

3. Program Change for the MAT.

Alex moved to accept course addition of EDG 6540 Assessment in Literacy

; Zafer Seconded.

Rationale: Development of the MAT folio showed that there needed to be additional coursework and assessments to meet the reading competencies. The addition of this course and modifications in two other assignments will ensure compliance.

Motion approved.

4. M.A. in Curriculum and Literacy concentration

Gwyn move to add a concentration in Curriculum and Literacy.

Alex seconded

    Motion approved.